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At preschool age your child is like a sponge; they soak up every experience and make

connections that last throughout their learning. Playing games such as matching games

is a lot of fun and develops a wide variety of early learning skills. Being able to match

objects or pictures and be able to explain why those objects are the same requires a

wide range of cognitive skills. Through matching children learn to recognize similarities

of things in the world around them.

In order to match objects or images, children need to be able to understand the concept

of same and different. This skill is important as they will need this to be able master

more complex skills such as how to sort and order things. Matching is also a pre-reading

skill as children need to be able to distinguish the difference between letters like b and d.

You can foster this understanding by modeling your own thinking. For example, as you

put away dishes, think out loud so that your child can hear your thought process as your

sort bowls, plates, and cups. Describe the way things feel, how they are shaped, and

what they are used for.

Preschool children love to help with tasks, so get them in on the fun! As you are folding

laundry, ask them to help you identify what is the same about some of the clothing and

what is different. Point out that two shirts might be similar, but are they exactly the

same? Encourage your child to use all of their senses when doing this. Ask them

questions like: how does it feel, what does it look like, is it heavy or light? As your child

gets better at identifying things that are the same and different, you can introduce

simple matching games and puzzles.

Higher order matching activities include making connections between things in the

world that go together like bread and a sandwich, or rain and an umbrella. Once your

child has mastered matching items that are the same, they can begin to look for items

that go together based on their connections.
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Watch on YouTube

This video offers an engaging learning experience for your child explaining relationships

between various objects. With examples such as the way a bicycle needs its wheels your

child will be making new connections before you know it!

Most kids love to eat, so this activity is the perfect way to engage them in thinking about

connections.
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Click on the logic activity below to stretch your child’s thinking skills while encouraging

problem solving and reasoning. As your child makes matches between two of the items,

ask them to explain why they think those things go together.
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Extend your child’s learning by asking them to make connections between objects in

your home. Here are a few examples:

Toothbrush and toothpaste

Pillow and blanket or bed

Cup and water or juice

Foot and sock or shoe

Be sure to encourage your child to explain how the objects are connected and why they

think they go together! Continue their learning with even more fun…check out our

catalogue to find more resources.
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